Reconstructing and
Revegetating Mine Soils
Note: This material is covered in
two Powell River Project Bulletins
for the Appalachian example and
by posted notes for Coastal Plain
mineral sands example.

Typical Appalachian Haul-Back Contour Mine
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In our coal
mining
environment,
native topsoils
are typically
quite thin and
difficult to safely
and economically
strip before
mining.

Therefore, the vast majority of reclamation in the
Appalachians since 1980 has utilized appropriately
selected mine spoils as topsoil substitutes.
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Issues with Overburden Placement
• The volume of suitable or optimal material
must be accurately estimated and then the
mining plan must be adjusted/manipulated
to ensure the timing and availability of “the
right stuff”.
• The mining industry never wants to handle
any material twice! Therefore, you ideally
pick and move the suitable material to the
reclaim area in one operation.

Oxidized, pH 5.5 overburden over reduced
carbonate (2%) containing overburden at depth.
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Issues with Overburden Placement
• The material at the top of the mining cut is
most economically handled by simply
pushing it over into the adjacent empty pit.
If that’s the best material available (as may
be the case for forest species), added cost is
involved in isolating it.
• Materials deep in a mining cut must be
hauled up and out of the pit anyway, so the
industry prefers to use these as reclaim
materials rather than materials high in the
column.
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Issues with Overburden Placement
• Asking the operator to blend two different
strata or layers usually poses enormous
coordination problems on site.
• All aspects of overburden handling and
placement must be clearly worked out
before mining, and then adjusted as
necessary during mining.
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Typical unweathered Appalachian rock spoils being graded

Final grading should be minimal to avoid compaction!

Location of mineral sands
ore bodies in Virginia (in
red). Similar ore bodies
lie approximately 80 km
to south in North
Carolina.
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R.C. Clarke farm at Old Hickory. This farm
contains 200 ha of prime farmland with
significant enrichment of heavy minerals to a
depth of 15 m.

Black sands here are ilmenite and rutile, both high in Ti.
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Typical highly
productive soil
in the Old
Hickory area.
Rutile-Ilmenite
(Ti02) and
Zirconium (Zr)
are present
between 5 and >
20% w/w from
the topsoil down
to > 10 m in
some locations.

Average Ti02 > 10% to a
depth of 12 m at this
location. Enrichment in
topsoil layer is higher
due to sheet and wind
erosion of lighter density
quartz over time.

Pilot mining pit with separatory spirals and
slimes thickener in background. The entire
weathered profile to 5 m+ is processed with the
sand (tailings) and silt+clay (slimes) being wet
discharged into the old mining pits.
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Typical tails+slimes pit dewatering. Material in
foreground is clayey slimes; background is sandy tailings

Similar pit that has dewatered a bit more.
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Pockets of white coarse tailings
surrounded by red, high clay slimes. No
topsoil was available to cover this pit.

Rehabilitation Challenges
• The swell factor of the disposed
tailings/slimes mixtures is greater than
predicted, leading to higher enclosing dikewall elevations than originally anticipated
• Return of stored topsoil is complicated by
its location in the lower portion of the
enclosing pit dikes, contamination with
subsoil and other non-topsoil materials
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Final pit dewatering at Old Hickory. Material in
foreground is topsoil forming enclosing dike. Overall pit
surface elevation is 1 to 5 m higher than original ground.

Spoil Fills

Overburden “swell” is also why most coal mines
generate valley fills to accomodate excess spoils as
shown here!
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Test pit filled with mixed slimes/tailings
from pilot plant in April, 1995.

The Topsoil Issue
Where topsoil has been returned
(approximately 50%) to reclaimed pit
areas, it has very positive effect on
first- and second-year revegetation
quality
However, many landowners actually
favor processing their topsoil for
improved royalty return
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Final pit grading; usually done just as soon
as dozers can walk the surface, which means
it’s wet. This maximizes compactive effort.

Surface of mine soil at Old Hickory. Note dense,
massive layered appearance. No structure or roots
with depth.
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Subsurface of
same profile.
Does this look
like a prime
farmland soil
to you?

Compacted, platy replaced topsoil over highly
compacted tails/slimes subsoil.
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John Galbraith in soil pit holding large chunk of intact
traffic pan that was continuous around the pit between –1
and –3 feet.

Final reclamation surface after supposedly being
ripped or chisel-plowed to alleviate compaction.
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Conventional harrow and cultivator used to
prepare surface in previous slide.

Area seeded in
spring of 2004
after minimal
tillage and
compaction
alleviation. Note
standing water.
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Directly adjacent area that received the appropriate ripping
treatment. Note lack of standing water and “loose” appearance
of surface.

This is the “appropriate ripper” for these kinds of soil problems!
The company estimates that they can rip these soils for < $200 per
acre, a very reasonable cost; less than seed plus fertilizer!
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Revegetation
see Skousen and Zipper (1996)
• We will focus on establishment of
herbaceous covers in eastern USA
conditions.
• Jim Burger will speak to establishment of
trees in November.
• Your book has chapters on techniques
used in semi-arid, arid and high altitude
environments

Revegetation Basics
• The general goals of mined land revegetation are
(1) to limit off-site erosion losses and (2) support
the designated post-mining land use.
• Any regulated mining operation will have to meet
some kind of revegetation standards, which are
usually keyed to the designated post-mining land
use.
• For example, for non-coal mines in Virginia, the
general standard is >70% permanently
established perennial vegetation for at least 2
growing seasons.
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The effects of mulch
residue or living
vegetative covers on
limiting soil erosion
are well documented
in dozens of studies.
However, not lack of
incremental benefit
above about 60%
cover!

Many reclaimed areas have very steep slopes and pose
major erosion loss hazards if not quick revegetated.
However, literature would suggest that the major loss is
short term as the slopes “armor” with coarse fragments.
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Revegetation Basics
• Reclamation species usually consist of
grasses, legumes, shrubs and trees.
• Initial efforts usually focus on establishing
herbaceous covers; shrubs and trees are
often planted by hand later.
• Annual “nurse crops” are frequently used
to shelter and help establish perennial
species.
• Species must be matched to site/soil
conditions.

Revegetation Basics
• Nurse Crops:
Rapidly germinate and establish a living cover
Provide shade for slower perennials and protect
the soil against erosion
Rapidly take up soluble N and P, holding against
leaching and releasing it later via litter fall and
decomposition
Form a surface mulch as they senesce and die
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German millet (Setaria
italica) is the most common
warm season cover used in
our region. It will germinate
rapidly anytime
temperatures remain above
40 F. It will also establish in
mid-summer if adequate
rainfall occurs and can
tolerate heat quite well.
Note the tall fescue and
legume components that are
establishing under the
millet canopy.
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This picture was taken 3 weeks after seeding at the
Powell River Project site. Most of the green you see here
is cereal rye that was seeded as a “nurse crop”. The
clumpy stuff is red clover.
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Well established nurse crop (millet) and tall fescue plus annual
lespedeza stand on sand & gravel mine in eastern Virginia. This site
was seeded the November before this picture was taken in April.
Note: Anytime you see a mining site that looks this lush, green and
completely vegetated this quickly, I can almost guarantee you that it
received biosolids!

Mixed
Legume/Grass
Stand
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Revegetation Basics
• Establishing legumes is critical to long
term revegetation and soil building.
• Long-term N supply is almost entirely
from legumes beyond the 2nd year
after establishment.
• P availability is strongly affected by N.
• Legumes must be successfully
inoculated with their respective
Rhizobia symbiont
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Shallow acid, low P mine soil over
coal seam. Obviously, the
lespedeza doesn’t mind it. This is
a wonderful plant, but people
hate it due to competitiveness and
fire hazard!
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Well established tall fescue, red clover and birdsfoot trefoil
stand in Wise County. Note lack of woody trees invading; this
stand was 10 years old when picture was taken.

Revegetation Basics
• In general, seedings are optimized in midspring and early fall. Usually, we want to
seed between March 1 and April 15 and
August 15 and October 1 in Virginia. This
varies somewhat by region!
• Mid-summer seedings should only use
warm season annual like German millet.
• Mid-winter seedings with winter rye etc.
occasionally work if the weather is mild,
and highways frequently try them.
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Example viable seed calculations!
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Revegetation Basics
• Hydro-seeding is the most commonly used
seeding technique on disturbed lands in the
eastern USA, including road construction.
• The technique mixes seed, water, mulch,
lime, fertilizer, inoculant, and any other
amendments or additives in a large tank
that is constantly agitated with a paddle.
• Hydro-seeders range in size from 250 to
>2000 gallons. Obviously, water must be
available!
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Revegetation Basics
• Hydro-mulch is commonly made of wood
fiber (better) or paper fiber and applied at
1000 to 2500 lbs per acre.
• The mulch mix also contains a green dye
which allows the seeder to see what has
been shot. It also makes the site green!
• Lime can be added, but usually you can’t
effectively add more than about a 1.5 ton
per acre rate to the mix without “causing
problems” with the pumps and agitators.

Revegetation Basics
• Use of straw mulch (2500 to 4000 lbs/Ac) is
also highly recommended on difficult sites
or when seeding in late spring or summer.
• A very effective technique is called “two
step seeding” where you shoot half of your
seed/mulch/lime/fertilizer mix and then
apply the straw mulch. Subsequently the
apply the second half of your shot over the
straw to tack it down.
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Hydro-Seeding Issues
• Most P fertilizers generate acidity when they
dissolve; you need to add lime to the mix to
compensate.
• Rhizobia are very sensitive to salts and acidity;
they die within 30 minutes in a tank mix.
• Rhizobia also must be kept cool before use.

Hydro-Seeding Issues
• Certain seeds are sensitive to being “beaten up”
by the agitator paddles and pump hardware,
breaking their seed coat.
• So, you want to (1) make sure you add some lime
to keep the pH > 5.5 and (2) apply the tank mix
just as quickly as possible to maximize results.
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Hydroseeding at Mechanicsville in spring 96
after fall/spring liming and compost and P
application. Soil is pH 3.3 acid-S soil.

Not Incorporated

B. Trefoil is yellow
flowered legume here!

Incorporated Lime and
Compost; picture taken
3 months after seeding
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Not Incorporated Zone in 1999

This site (Mechanicsville) was an acid-sulfate soil that required 15
tons of lime per acre, 350 lbs/acre P and the use of acid/salt tolerant
grasses and legumes. We will talk about this approach when we
cover revegetating coal wastes.

Revegetation Challenges
• Steep slopes generate strong aspect effects and
strong differences in soil properties up and
down cut slopes.
• In many areas (e.g. I-64 west of Richmond) you
will note completely different plant
communities on N vs. S facing slopes, even
though the seed mixes were the same!
• Finer textured soils will develop very strong
crusts if they are allowed to be rained upon
before seeding and mulching. Many times you
need to drag or scarify them to break the
crusts.
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Revegetation Challenges
• Beware the snake oil vendors. There is
more crap (e.g. “liquid lime” and
“bacterial stews”) advertised and heavily
marketed to the revegetation
marketplace than any other arena.
• It is very hard to add and incorporate
appropriate soil amendments to many of
these sites, particularly on steep slopes or
into rock spoils. That simple fact should
not be overlooked!

Hydric soil in
depressional
wetland at Powell
River in 2002.
This wetland was
approximately
0.5 ha in size and
dominated by
Scirpus and
Carex sp. We
need to work on
wetland species
too!
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